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Remembering past experiences involves the reinstatement and integration of
different types of details as a coherent event. This process of recollection is
accompanied by increased communication of a widespread network of brain
regions with hubs such as the hippocampus 1,2.
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Remember ...
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Greater quality of
episodic memory -increased functional
connectivity of the
hippocampus and
cortical systems.
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Inter-network background connectivity between the hippocampus and cortical
systems is increased during episodic retrieval:
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How do these neural interactions
support the precision of different
features in memory?
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Overall memory quality =
sum of feature retrieval
success (0-3), weighted by
precision (180-error) of each
remembered feature.

Network-to-Network

144 objects with:
1. a negative
‘bomb’ or neutral
‘safe’ sound.
2. a color from a
circular color
spectrum.
3. a location within
a 360° panorama
scene (6 total).
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28 healthy young adults scanned (12 males and 16 females).
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Item color, spatial context, and
emotion features are ‘bound’
within episodic memory.
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Here we test how these networks interact with each other and the
hippocampus to support the reinstatement and precision of distinct features
bound within multimodal episodic memories.
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Despite this behavioral and neural complexity, we still know very little about
how specific interactions between brain regions support episodic retrieval
and the precision of different types of features within memory.
Previous research 3 has proposed that memory for item-specific and
emotional details is supported by an anterior-temporal (AT) system connected
to perirhinal cortex (PRC), whereas memory for spatial-contextual information
is supported by a posterior-medial (PM) system connected to
parahippocampal cortex (PHC).
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● Multimodal details of events can vary in the precision with which they are
reinstated, and are bound into a dependent representation in memory.
● Episodic retrieval is accompanied by substantial increases in background
connectivity among the hippocampus, anterior-temporal, and posterior-medial
systems, reflecting a less modular organization, compared to memory encoding.

● Increased functional integration of the hippocampus, PM, and AT systems
parametrically tracks the overall detail and fidelity with which episodic memories are
retrieved.
● Specific connections underpin the fidelity of different features in memory: connectivity
between the PRC and ANG supports item-specific precision, and connectivity between
the PHC and ANG supports the precision of spatial context.

